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SYMPHOSIUM:
SPORTS LAW: A LAW FACULTY'S INDIVIDUAL
AND COLLECTIVE PERSPECTIVES

FOREWORD

As part of its Mission, the National Sports Law Institute of Marquette University Law School (NSLI) "strives to be the leading national educational and research institute for the study of legal, ethical, and business issues affecting amateur and professional sports from both an academic and practical perspective." Through publication of thoughtful scholarship in the Marquette Sports Law Review, the NSLI provides a national forum for discussion and consideration of important issues affecting American and international sports. This unprecedented and unique symposium issue is a collective contribution by several members of the Marquette Law School faculty to the rapidly developing body of sports law scholarship; it consists of a series of scholarly articles and essays that analyze how various areas of law regulate the sports industry and athlete conduct. I want to thank my colleague, Professor Scott Idleman, for suggesting that the Review publish this symposium issue in furtherance of the NSLI's mission.

This issue demonstrates that "sports law" is broad in nature and consists of many discrete and related areas of law. For example, not only laws that have traditionally regulated the sports industry such as antitrust, contracts, torts, and constitutional law, but also areas of law such as family law, bankruptcy law, and criminal law. This series of articles fuels the debate over whether sports law is an independent substantive area of law, or rather an amalgamation of many diverse general bodies of law that combine to regulate various aspects of the sports industry.\(^1\) Whether viewed individually or collectively, these thoughtful articles provide ammunition for either side of this debate.

Many articles discuss how general areas of law such as the United States Constitution,\(^2\) bankruptcy laws,\(^3\) torts,\(^4\) contracts,\(^5\) regulation of

---

the arbitration process, or the Americans With Disabilities Act apply to sports-related disputes. Conversely, other articles analyze how judicial resolution of disputes arising in the sports arena influences the development of general areas of law (e.g., antitrust, the right of publicity, and criminal liability for workplace injuries) and their application outside the sports industry.

This symposium issue also attempts to place sports in its appropriate context and illustrates that sports is a lens through which broader societal issues may be viewed and understood. One author challenges us "to step back and reflect on what our society is doing with sport and to ask some questions that may bring the law and sports together for a greater understanding of the social laboratory which the world of sports offers to culture." Another one explores how diplomatic relationships between the United States and Cuba affect current and prospective Cuban major league baseball players.

Other authors examine important social issues implicated by athletes' off-field conduct. For example, how media reporting of athletes' criminal conduct influences and reflects society's perceptions of crime and criminals; whether the extensive publicity focused on famous male athletes accused of sexual assault, while keeping the victim/accuser's name

confidential, furthers the public’s understanding of sexual assault charges and crimes;¹⁴ and whether elite athletes should be sentenced differently for their crimes.¹⁵ Another author explores various issues relating to the payment of child support by professional athletes.¹⁶

This symposium issue will generate a greater awareness of both the breadth and depth of the rapidly developing field of sports law. Sports lawyers, law professors, and sports industry professionals—indeed, all persons interested in studying “sports law” issues—will benefit greatly from the knowledge and insights contained in this series of articles. Many thanks to my colleagues for their hard work and valuable contributions to this symposium issue!
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